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 The symbol utilization in various religions has been common since the oldest periods and today it is 
common as a complicated combination. 
Terminologically, symbol is served as one of the significant concepts in sociology of communications. 
Symbols are objective views which exhibit meanings recognized by almost all the people. Ashore symbols 
are among religious symbols in Islamic and Iranian culture that is rooted at the people religious beliefs. This 
research has found the root of elements and symbols relate to Ashore in the literature, culture and in pre-post 
Islamic period using symbols descriptive and analytic methods and the historical background of their 
presence in Iran art. Studying the earliest presence of these symbols among Iranian tribes, it can be 
concluded that most of them rooted at the ancient periods. These symbols are now exploited in Islamic 
period in a more evolved form and in positive growth condition both in quantity and quality. The proper 
recognition of each symbol or visual element using in different ceremonies of Ashore provides a basis to use 
them better and it can be a reliable source far from distort and unreal elements to use in contemporary 
advertisements and graphic by graphic designers and other artists .  
This research is going to prove this claim by studying details in quantity- quality and presenting evidence 
and historical documents.  

 

Introduction 
The murder tragedy of Imam Hussein, son of Imam Ali, the prophets nephew and his family and companions in Ashore, the tenth day of 
Muharam, in the Year 61 A.H at Karbala plane, near Euphrates river in Iraq with thirsty lips was conducted by Yazid, son of Moavieh, the 
Umayyad second caliph. Because they didn’t obey caliph and the caliph deviated Islam religion fundamentals. Imam Hussein personality among 
Muslim, clarity and depth of this murder, repeating the details of the events by survivors especially his sister and son at the beginning created a 
wave of sadness in important cities like Mecca, Medina and Koofeh, and its range was gradually expanded. All Islamic countries were included 
such that respect and revive the tragedy entered Muslim culture especially Shii all over the world have used symbols to preserve and revive this 
sad and regrettable event up to now that over time they are using in a specific ritual frames or independently during Muharam.  
1. Symbol and code: the meaning of symbol in Farsi language is served as appearance, representative. 
2. Ashore symbols: signs can be existing from simple to complicated ones. Symbol is the complicated from of sing. Symbol is often sacred and 
mythical and it is associate to the cultural foundations in the human life history. Ashore symbols have been the best tools to sympathy with 
prophet family during Ashore history. Long since, and from the time Ashore occurred up to now, Imam Hussein  revolt honoring in each country 
and region has been hold in a special way and different nations and tribes have influenced how it has been hold. Muslim in each country have 
created various styles to this ceremony according to their beliefs and they have used Ashore symbols can be studied in two animal and non-
animal symbol groups. At the following they’ll be examined. 
3. Animal symbols: Animal symbols are used in many Ashore flags and curtains. The reason to use animal symbol is different in each culture 
some animals each are presented in a symbol or sign framework in the life and of people all around the world include: 1) cow, 2)Horse, 3)wild 
goat, 4)deer, 5)lion, 6)dog, 7)birds and so on. 
The used animal symbols in Ashore customs can be divided as bellow: 
1. The quadruped animal symbols: 1.horse, 2.lion, 3.camel, 4.beer, 5.deer  
2. Bird symbol: 1.peagon, 2.peufowl, 3.turkey 
3. Mythical creatures (combinatory):1.Appearance bird 2.symorgh 3.dragon  
 
1.1 The symbol of horse: After cow, horse was the most useful quadruped used by ancient Iranians. Considering Iranians war liking and bravery 
have been much significant. Most Iranians particular names like Garshasb, Lohrasb, Gasgtasb, Jamasp and… have been combined with the word 
horse. In Mitrai doctrine some narratives were expressed about quadric elements in a symbolic from as follow: “God rides his roulette in the sky 
by four horses and it is proved in a circle…1” 
It has been said that white horse is a symbol of divine soul and as a result it is the fusion between earthy man and the bright throne. It is also said 
that “…Grashasp personality which itself means bright horse is a savior of dead s in Resurrection Day”2  
The earliest cases of the utilization of the symbol of the horse in pre-history Iran can be found in Lorestan metal period. In this period because of 
the belief that the horse was the dead mount for transmission to the after world, buried it with its owner. After Islam because of the continuum of  
                                                        
1 Razi, 1381,p657,p658  
2 Dadgi, 1376,p 142 - 
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Iranian culture and especially shii culture, the symbol of the white horse in religious narratives is applied for the holy prophet  and Imams. Prior 
to Islam the ascension to the heaven has been conducted by a horse that was a symbol of bright self, that is the man's ascension driver.  
Mean while, the divine self like holy prophet provides a bright mount for him, "Baragh3" that is an allegory of the highest degree of his soul and 
reach God. (figure1). 
Zoljanah is the Imam Hussein's horse in the Taf day Imam was riding it. In the narrative of the Karbala disaster it also has been said that Imam 
Hussein's was white that is an allegory of the divine souls and return to the bright origin. As Imam was killed, the horse rolled in his blood and 
came to the tent with a mane and head soaked with blood. Just as it reached the tent, called and hit its head to the ground to the extend that it lost 
his life. The women in the tent knew that Imam has been dead a martyred when they saw the horse In Ashore virtual using the horse whether 
living or in a form of tags on the flags or in a visual frame in inscriptions is customary. 
 
1.2 The symbol of lion: Through the art history of Iran there are different forms of the custom fight between man with lion and in total animals 
with various shapes. The first presence of the lion in the art of Iran can be found in metals relate to the pre-history periods. 
In Lorestan metal times, sometimes the lion has been made in attacking other animals and sometimes fighting to the man in a form of metal 
figures by metal makers (casite tribe4). Some researchers serve these figures as a symbol of angel God others believe that it is similar to 
Gilgomesh5 animal heroes. (figure 3) 
The lion has been a manifestation of "Mitra" or "Mehr" for medes and Persians that is the best angel after "Ahora Mazda". The only violent 
figure on jamshid considered as the fight between "good and bad")(figure 4). 
“In Jamshid throne just these two figure can be compared to the figure of two kings or two heroes tearing the lions womb and as it is observed, 
also here the figure of the lion can be replaced by the cow and vice versa6” (figure 5) 

The lion in Islamic periods 

Lion is one of the cultural symbols remaining from pre history periods and ancient Iran.<< Iranian Islamic art during long centuries relying on 
the admired richness in the form and meaning could delivered spiritual high massages to the audiences7>>. 
 In addition the painting art in different Islamic periods borrowed the ancient period view about the lion figure such that it has been drawn as 
struggle 8 in some painting and fighting against a cow. 
Today on many graves in Bakhtiari region there is figure of a standing or sitting lion on the grave. These graves are generally belonging to the 
brave people. In religious paintings, the lion is served as a protector of Imam Hussein and his followers’ bloody corpse and it is a symbol of 
bravery and velour and it also points the submission of a commander like Hur against Imam. On the other hand it is a symbol of Ali and his 
velour's. In Ashore passion-play and mourning it is seen as a symbol of that Imam. In the past and in some places a person went to the lion skin 
when the mourning ceremony holds and song a passion-play memorizing a lion which came to the Karbala to help Imam Hussein. “Since sufi 
the importance of the lion reached a place in which despite the sanction of statuary, the statue of this animal was placed even in shrines from 
which we can point to the Ahmad and Haron shrines in Isfahan9”  
1.3 Camel: “camel has been the litter for karbala caravan. It is a symbol of oppression of Imam in the Day of Ashore10”. The figure of this 
animal is observed symbolically on the flags (figure 7) “God has introduced the camel as a symbol of submission and obedience and as one of 
the signs of his power, because the camel is the sign of contentment, patience and submission11”. 
1.4 The gazelle: As we observe some scenes in one figure in the calamity curtains, also in signs the time and place breaks down. The innocence 
and oppression on the sacred is an excuse for the artists. Hence it is not surprising that if besides the scene of Karbala and that war dodges to the 
Imam Reza (4) innocence and the gazelle guaranty by the eighth Imam is painting, the role of this animal is itself memorizing innocence. 
 

The symbol of the bird 
The fowl is the life nature, it means that the self sees itself as winged individual and flies to its home and this is a very old code. In Plato it is 
presented that: “self can be likened to tow winged horses and He to a cart rider… one of these is noble and trueborn and the other is refractory 
and bad-origin, so riding the man cart is too difficult… self is perfect when its wings are healthy and it has a desire to fly and rules on the world, 
but when it manifests defectively, its wings are pale and it has a desire to fall and land on the earth and goes to the body frame… The plumage is 
part of the body that is closer to the God…12” 
The figure of the identity or self appearing as a fowl or winged thing is painted in the works of Sohravardi and also in ibnsina, and Ghazali 
treatises and in Attar sonnets.  
2.1 The peafowl: In most cases peafowl has been mentioned as a heavenly bird. In Gnosticism and spiritual literature, peafowl is a symbol of 
dignity and eternity. “The role of the peafowl is observed in ancient Iran arts like tiling in Sassanid period. Romans consider this bird with the 
eternity of the cloudy sky and Christ believe that peafowl is a symbol of the Resurrection Day and Christ emergence13”. 

                                                        
3 - prophet  provides a bright mount for him, "Baragh" that is an allegory of the highest degree of his soul and reach God. 
4  - The first residents of Lorestan in metal period  
5 - Gilgomesh origin has been at Mesopotamia. Gilgomesh was a strong man, a mythical hunter, the champion protector of the cattles and the defeated by dragons and also the protector of 
alive people and deads.  
6 - Satari, 1376 ,p69  
7 - Shayesteh Far, Studies of Islamic Art, Fall-Winter 85 
8  - In Iranian painting the fight of animals in technical form has been culled struggle 
9 - Poor Vaghar, p 47 
10 -Elahi, 1377, p 42 
11 - pesheen, p 42 
12 -Sanai, 1362, p 137-138  
13 - Madari, 1374, p124 
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The peafowl painting is drastically presented in the mosques and religious place decorations of sufi period. 
The figure of two peafowls symmetrically at both sides of the life water jug from which the life tree has been emerged, is one of the paintings 
which is built on the decorations of the entrance of the Imam mosque in Isfahan14. (figure 3-4).According to the public, The peafowl figure on 
the mosques entrance simultaneously repels the Devil and welcomes believers. And it is presented in Ashore flags as a symbolic figure(figure 8). 
 
2.2 The pigeon: pigeon is a bird which has been always used as a messenger. In passion- play the white pigeon is a symbol of the soul. 
The pure soul which was separated from the earthy body when Imam Hussein was killed at the murder hole and flied towards the eternal sky. 
“But in the area of mourning and hardship curtains, the white pigeons inform a sad event in the bloody sunset of Karbala so as painters painted 
white pigeons as a symbol of white and bloody shrouds of his companions. Pigeons sat on the ground beyond the corpses which are flying to the 
for lands and bear a bloody news15”. According to a myth, Imam Hussein (4) martyrdom news is prompted by tow white pigeons in Medina. “the 
shrine pigeons” are also pigeons which go to the religious places like shrines and feed from the foods the pilgrims throw for them. Pigeon in 
Ashore customs is applied in different forms one of which is to set its figure on the flags. (figure 9) 
In the old myths the pigeon is called Nahid messenger and its statue in Khuzestan and other places in Iran is a symbol of Nahid. 
 
2.3 The cock: According to the religious and racial beliefs and narratives in Iran, cock is one of the fowls which have been pointed in many pre-
Islamic religious traditions. Based on the ascension traditions one of the prominent manifestations of the prophet observations in the sky is 
throne white cock which is the early riser angle and it is a symbol of worship. The importance of this is proportional to the literary implication 
and it is considered by painters in the flow of religious painting of handwritten books in Iran and one of the ascension letters. It provided a 
desired ground to enter religious elements in painting accompanying with Muslims religious beliefs. But in the stream of various racial beliefs of 
Iranians, the "cocks" from a long time ago and religious is one of the oldest kinds of the bids which is introduced in pre Islam traditions with a 
manifestation based in the worship of the good objects in overcoming devil forces by "God angel" companions.  
In Zoroaster literature Pahlavi writing and Islamic period sources, it is pointed to the symbolic value of the "cock" and they considered it as a 
symbol of messenger and a symbol of worship. “In Mitrai custom cock as a symbol of Mehri has a high position and religious ceremony, white 
cock is given to Mitra. In Mehr custom, singing, doing Ghosl and another ceremony were conducted and believers were awakened by the cocks 
crow in the morning. In Behi custom, killing cock isn’t allowed and it is necessary that all people keep this bird in the house because devils are 
afraid of the bird. In each house in which a cock is living, devils don’t dare destruction. 
The history of the presence of this symbol in Iran culture and art comes back to the Lorestan metal period about 2 to 3 thousand years before 
history. The role of the cock as a combination of the human figures and lion in metal have been remained from this period that confirms this 
claim (figure 11). Some Islamic sources infused to the Iran ancient narratives introduced white cock as a sacred and anti-devil creature. In other 
narratives, many public belief (pre-Islam) associates to Mazdai custom have been delivered about cock. According to Tabari interpretation, 
Mohammad mentioning features of observing white cock in the forth sky, says that: In forth sky, I saw a fowl whiter than ivory, like a "cock" 
and its feet were on the seventh floor of the earth and I saw its head below seventh sky,…, and I asked Gabriel what kind of fowl is this? Gabriel  
said: This is a white cock and God has created it like this. One night it will open its wings and crow. All the cocks on the earth will hear the 
song… As the prophet  saw it, when he returned the earth, he always kept white cock and said: wherever the white cock exists, on magic will 
impose on the members of that house and the devils will avoid there”. 
 Today the viewpoint about the symbol of the cock in Islamic period is the extension of the Iran pre history beliefs and culture. This symbol 
combined to the Islamic rich culture has preserved its position in Iran culture complementarily to the extent that is appeared as an figure besides 
other Ashore symbols (figure 10) 
 
2.4 Turkey: Using this element has been too limited and maybe it defines the inner and outer performance of koofis against Imam Hussein which 
has a symbolic speech. This symbol is used as a figure on the flags. 
 

Mythical creatures 
1.face fowl (Malak fowl, a. combination of man and bird) 2.Simorgh 3.Dragon. 
 
3.1 face fowl (Mlak): The face fowl is an animal which has a body similar to the usual fowl or birds and it is similar to the human in face. In 
most flags it has been used frequently. “probably it is just Baragh which in the night of ascension it has been the prophets mount, so it is used in 
the sciences as it has a meaningful relationship to Islam history facts16”(figure 12) 
 
3.2 Simorgh: “It is a mythical fowl which is zal guide in Iran national stories. According to the myths, symorgh lived a way from people and in 
Alborz kooh and it found zal whose father threw him in the mountain and trained him (so, simorgh for zal is famous as wolf for Remos and 
Romolos). Moreover, magic power and notice of hidden mysteries is also assigned to him in myths and not only zal but also his son Rostam is 
under its support and guide. In hardships, when ever zal threw its feather in the fire, it emerged and showed the solution to zal…In Farsi and 
Arabic literature, sometimes it has been interpreted as phoenix. They showed its place on Ghaf mountain not Alborz.while the narratives about 
simorgh which are in shahnameh has a non-Avestai origin, the simorgh word is a combination of the fowl plus the saenae Avestai word that 
means shahin or falcon. The recital of saenae has come in Avesta (farvardin Yesht or Bahram Yesht). Some similarities are exist between this 

                                                        
14 - According to ancient beliefs, the life of the tree is sprouting jars cloud. See (.a. pop, the miracles of the art Iran, 1380, p99). 
15 -Elahi, 1377, p40 
16 -Nadalian, Bahar87. 
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fowl with what has come about simorgh in Shahnameh… The Attar quote who considers simorgh as"30 fowl," is Bazi pun and verbal art, of 
course it doesn't have literal value and it is public Eshteghagh (Masaheb)”17 
“Islamic mystics such as ibn sina Attar Neishabooi and other have said a lot about animal symbolism searching for wisdom from sense and 
meaning from face and inside of outside and absence from presence and they have gone to the extent that they materialized all God attributes in 
simorgh colorful feathers. Simorgh is a myth which has a youth view. It is a symbol of God or a perfect man. And they consider fowl fly as the 
epics of souls searching for God”18 The role of the entrance of some verandas of kermans Ganj Ali khan collection which have been built in 
safavi period has been tiled on the entrance of Nadera Elmieh school in Beigi divan in Bokhara which has been built in tenth century AD. The 
simorgh figure artist has designed it graphically with various colors along with the figure of sun with diaphoretic tile. Satari jalal writes about 
simorgh in the book "the introduction in the mythical codification" “simorgh is the fowls human. The winged human and a cod of "humanistic 
birds” but its human nature is related to the "medical" knowledge …It can fly to the higher world and in other word its soul can fly to the "high 
Lahoot east" The presence of simorgh among Ashore symbols can be inspired by symbolic and mythical things.(figure 13) 
 
3.3 Dragon: In mythology, it is an amazing animal who is both bird and reptile and it is usually painted with eagle wings, lion claws, snake tale, 
such a animal is observed in most myths of nations of the world from Babel ancient period. The figure of the dragon was a symbol of china s 
king and today is the Wales national symbol. Killing dragon in all nations myths is always from victories that is only conducted by great heroes. 
Dragon is a symbol of the earth's devil forces and it has been painted in Ilam, Babel and somer as a devoured snake… The dragon in Firdausi 
shahnameh is a symbol of devil powers against Rostam, the mythical champion of Iran”.19 
“In the middle east, dragon is a symbol of water and abundance while in shahnameh it has devil aspect. In other myths dragon is a symbol of 
draught and shortage of water and always by killing dragons on the way of the water, the abundance returns, in shahnamh Rostam fights against 
dragon and overcomes it. In India Krishna divides dragon in to tow pieces and finally in Germany Zigkhrid kill the dragon “.20  
The use of dragon is common in almost every sciences sometimes this symbol is seen individually and in most cases it is combined to the other 
symbols.(figure 14). 
 

Symbols and natural elements 
Natural elements are rooted from mental unconscious content. Thus it introduces many kinds of old figures of the basic patterns. In most cases 
these symbol can be traced by paintings of the oldest historical evidence to their old root of their patterns. 
 
4.1: The symbol of water: water and thirsty memorize Ashore. His caravan pitch besides Euphrates river. But the enemy army besieged 
Euphrates and blocked the water for Imam and his family to more tight the besiege circle and forced Imam to submission. The water-carrier of 
Karbala was Abolfazl . It is said in holy Quran that: all the living things come from the water 
The water was one of the element among the ancients and after fire it has been the dearest element for ancient Iranians. This element value has 
caused wars to own it. In these wars, devil powers are more interested to take possession of the water and deprived other from it. In Iranian 
myths, water and devil are old enemies which at the beginning of creation have some fighting21. In Noah and Moses stories, water is the saver of 
goods and destructor of bad. In religious teachings… in ancient Iran water- the representatives wife's were condemned and Anahita was one of 
them. 
 
4.2 The symbol of cedar: In Iran ancient culture, cedar is an indication of Ahora Mazda. Therefore tree plantation is sacred. Respecting cedar in 
Iran culture is infused to the extension of Mehr custom in old Iran. In the opinion of Mehr custom followers, cedar is specific to the sun and 
Mehr emergence, A tree which always is green and desired and tolerates cold and darkness. The effect of this heavenly tree roots at "Mazdak" 
doctrine and for the first time it was selected as a symbol of Mazdak freedom. The emergence of cypress painting is indebted to saljoghi period 
because the first lightings of this old painting are see in kharaghan brick buildings. In these buildings cedar had a reattributed role in combining 
herb elements in building bricking for two reasons the tree is assigned to the symbol of martyr: one is that the high long of the tree shows the 
martyr ascension. The other is that tree cutting doesn’t mean removing the tree rather from different parts of the tree more shoots are emerged. 
Also we believe that the martyrdom isn’t the end of life and the martyr continues the victory of the right against false. Tree and martyr in Iranian 
symbols have an old background. Like the myth of siavash death in which they believe that when siavash was killed a plant was emerged from 
his blood. “The martyrdom penetrated at the mind of Iranians from the days of siavash and it is right to say that it found a new meaning in 
Islam”. 
 
4.3 The sun: sun isn’t widely used in Ashore customs except a loop from frame and other elements, but as it is in combination to the devil and 
also it has a wide application in coffee house painting, it will be considered. The post- Islam Iranians had exploited ancient “shir O khorshid"22 
differently which was their past heritage. 
 

                                                        
17 -Riazi, 1375, p103,104  
18 - Ghazi Shakib, towards simorgh, 
19 - Riazi, 1375, p103,104  
20 - Khadem Bayat,1366, p667,7,219-211 
21 - Gholi Zadeh, 1378, p23 
22 -Genesis story of the lion and the sun is strong evidence of the date and time it is in the hands of Ibn Arabic: "This document is written in the book of Ibn Arabic history of painting and 
the famous scientist "A Brief History Aldvl" about Kai Ghiyathoddin the Seljuk Rome in 634 AD instead of his father's reign, writes: "Kai Shida her face was a Georgian princess and 
hearts and faith to survive and be lost steering love to put on the dirham and Dinar to its role Byarayd her face. Islam does not have votes to pass Nzykan Kai, but he insisted that such a 
policy might speculate that the primary map and on as the sun Georgian Prince Bngarnd like the sun over the desired Kykhsrv that the, and the time people are looking for do not, they 
think that if the purpose of astrology is king ... " 
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The symbology of colors in customs and artistic works of Ashore 
Color is one of the most efficient tools in nature. The speed in communication and message delivery based on contracts, beliefs and opinions of 
the people about colors are different in parts of the world. In passion- play, figure and curtains belong to Ashore are colorful, also from symbolic 
perspective some color are deserved to think like black, red, green, yellow. These four colors the formed sense of the event of Karbala and its 
characters symbolically. Red as the main color showing villainy and bleeding entering the body of the most wretched man that is Yazid, on the 
other hand it is a symbol of the martyrdom and non-right killing of the Karbala martyrs. Green as a symbol of the purity of the Gods priors is 
always on the flags of the Islam army commanders- from past to present- as a symbol of purity. Yellow is a symbol of light against darkness and 
it conveys magnificence and greatness by black and green. Black is mainly a symbol of non- existence. But it has another allegory. That is 
quoted by Dr. seyed. Hassan. Nasr: "God nature that is beyond the body area and some mystics have called it black light. Black with green is 
specific to the prophets family" 23 
“Firdausi believes that the heroes states and generally the human being face are in azure, ebony… and continuously in fighting considers the 
element of color”24 “In shahnameh he applies unique combinations for colors: for instance he uses the composition of ebony curtain for night, 
the unfortunate with black, Rostams sword, horse and sheath in purple, blue. For sky, black for sun, war and white for eternity”25 
 

The severed heads as symbols 
The severed heads are applied memorizing innocence of Imam and his companion severed head on the spears some figures and parties use the 
symbol of severed heads with white and bloody masks. Some flags have been observed in Tehran market- siroos crossroad on which there is 
severed heads on one big flag each for one martyr of Karbala(figure 15). The severed head is one of the symbols that has used in coffee houses 
paintings.  
 

Abolfazal hand or kartag goddess hand 
The claw or hand in Islam ,was first considered as a sign of “AlAba family”. But when fatemies as the first shiis government was announced in 
city “Mahdieh” at north-Africa, this symbol was changed by "Fatemehs hand" –the prophets daughter. But the story of this symbol in shii 
religion didn’t lead to this and letters this symbol in shii culture had been know as a symbol of Abolfazl self-sacrificing who had lost his life in 
“Ashura” when he tried to take water to the tents. Now the metal claw and multi-blade signs are installed on the flags (figure 16) 
  In Iran culture, Archer Arash, Rootam, Sohrab AND EVEN Afrasiab hands which shows their body power, are the symbols of mental thinking. 
 

Discussion and conclusion 
The symbol of Ashura have been shaped since Albooyeh. From that time, Iranians showed their love to Imam Hossein  and his companions in 
different ways. The passion-play is an example. Iatter in coffee house painting school, artists used these symbols and many visual shapes have 
entered mournings, like claw as a symbol of five bodies or the severed hands of Abolfaz(Imam Hosseins brother). These figures have taken 
meaning gradually and they had been characterized as the symbols of Ashura. It means that time gave meaning to these figures and converted 
them from a simple form to a symbol. This research studying the period of the emergence of symbols used in Ashura customs in terms of the 
period of presence and their formation in the art of Iran, classified them in tow Iranian and Islamic- Iranian symbols. 
According to this classification, about 60% of the Ashura symbols rooted at the pre- Islamic customs and beliefs. By entering Islam to Iran, these 
symbols were changed mainly in from and meaning and they have continued the perspective of the pre-Islamic period. Never theles, these 
symbols have been evolved latter and showed themselves more stronger in Ashura customs. Some of these symbols such as horse, lion and cock 
which have several thousand years, have higher positions and are the prior symbol of Ashura. In contrast, elements like turkey doesn’t have an 
effective background and maybe it was taken from public literature. The presence of this symbol is not effective. 
This examples helps to understand the importance of the time in effectiveness of a symbol. In total it should be mentioned that although Ashura 
is an Islamic-historical event and holding its customs is completely according to Iranians religious beliefs, most of its symbols are taken from 
Iran pre-Islam customs which have continued their lives by entering to the Islam period. They have been merged in Iran and Ashura culture 
based on their high capabilities and at present they are at the top of the evolusion in the flow of Ashura customs and even beyond it they are 
living in wider range. Symbols like severed heads are also born from the inside of the Ashura customs similar to the severed heads which have 
been accepted as symbol among public in lower level in terms of quantity and quality. 
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